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How to plan 
the overall argument

• Decide on a goal targeting the essay 
task.

• Observe the conventional practices of 
thinking, interacting & arguing in the 
discipline (subject).    
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Decide on a goal: an example

Goal Essay task
Convince R (the lecturer 
reader) that knowledge of 
pupils’ home background 
enables teacher to 
strengthen home-school 
relations so as to better 
prepare the young to be 
useful citizens who will 
contribute to achieving 
national economic, social 
and political objectives. 

A friend on the CED 101 
course has confided in you that 
he thinks it is a waste of time 
for teachers to find out about 
their pupils’ home background, 
let alone form partnerships 
between the home and the 
school. 
Explain why it is important for 
teachers to find out about their 
pupils’ home background.
(CED 101/Sem 1/2001 & 2002) 
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Decide on a goal 
to target the essay task

An Exercise 

(1) Look at your essay task; underline the words that 
signals what you are to do. 
Make a note of what you are expected to do. 

(2) Write a goal statement to address the task or Q. 
(A skeletal goal statement will do, if you do not 
have the answer.) 

(3)      Check that your goal statement says your position 
and answers the Q.
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Plan argument 
to attain your goal


 

If I am to convince R that knowledge 
of pupils’ home background strengthens 
home-school relations, what must I 
do? (Argue what? Explain what? 
Give what evidence to prove what?) 

Focus on DO, not on topic content.
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If I am to convince R that knowledge of pupils’ 
home background strengthens home-school 
relations…etc, what must I do?



 
Explain how knowledge of pupils’ home 
background would strengthen home-school 
relations, and with what positive outcomes.



 
Show R that I am aware of MOE’s desired 
outcomes, and the role of the teacher in 
socializing young citizens to participate in 
sustaining the nation’s economic, political and 
social well being. 



 
…etc…etc [you will end up with an argument 
plan, which you may have to re-organise]
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Align your argument plan with the 
culture of the discipline

Course description From argument plan
This module provides teachers with 
an introduction to the Singapore 
education system…. the functions of 
the school system in socializing 
citizens for economic, political 
and social roles in the context of a 
multi-ethnic society.  They will have 
… to understand the rationale of 
major education policies and new 
government initiatives that ……in 
order to achieve the Desired 
Outcomes of Education laid out by 
the Ministry of Education. ……they 
will be made aware of the diverse 
and multiple roles [of teachers]......



 

Assert the claim that T’s 
knowledge of pupils’ home 
background would strengthen 
home-school relations.



 

Explain how an effective home- 
school partnership would prepare 
pupils to become useful citizens



 

In supporting my claim, show that I 
am aware of MOE’s desired 
outcomes of education and of 
the role of the teacher in 
socialization of future citizens. 



 

….etc..
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Some thinking operations in 
argument planning

(1) What is my whole-text goal?
Convince R of what position/thesis?

(2) What claims am I making to support the thesis?
Anticipate R’s questions/resistance.

(3) What evidence/backing (theories/research etc.) can I 
offer to support my claims?

(4) How can I manipulate knowledge (theory/research) etc. 
to serve a claim-support function?

(5) Repeat 2 to 4 till I have an adequate argument.   

The 
Essay 
task 

Culture of 
the 

discipline 
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Thinking operations for argument planning

Essay Task:  In light of the theoretical models of 
writing you have learnt, critique a classroom 
practice for teaching writing. (CAE338 
Understanding Writing)  

1. What is my goal? (whole-text)
What am I asked to interpret/evaluate?
What is my evaluation/interpretation 

(thesis/position)? 
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Thinking operations for argument planning
Essay Task:  In light of the theoretical models of writing you have 

learnt, critique a classroom practice for teaching writing. 
(CAE338 Understanding Writing)  

Which goal? (whole-text)
• G1:  Give an account of theoretical models X and Y 

of writing and describe classroom practice of 
brainstorming on a given topic at beginning of a 
writing class.

• G2:  Use theoretical model X to argue that 
brainstorming does not teach students how to use the 
ideas generated to serve a rhetorical function in their 
composition.  Then use theoretical model Y to show 
that brainstorming does not….

Consider essay task & discipline culture; set goal.
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What is a whole-text goal?
Use theoretical model X 
to argue that 
brainstorming does not 
teach students how to 
use the ideas generated 
to serve a rhetorical 
function in their 
composition.  Then use 
theoretical model Y to 
show that brainstorming 
does not….

What I will do in 
interaction with R

My position/thesis

Intended effect on R
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Thinking operations for argument planning

1. What is my goal? (whole-text)

2. What claims to make to support my thesis? 
What do I have to do to persuade R to think 
that my thesis is valid?

• Anticipate R’s challenge.  Refer to my 
whole-text goal.  
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Thinking operations for argument planning

Task:  In light of the theoretical models of writing you have learnt, critique a 
classroom practice for teaching writing.

Goal: Use theoretical model X to argue that brainstorming does not 
teach students how to use the ideas generated to serve a 
rhetorical function in their composition.

2. What claims to make to support my thesis? What do I have to 
do to persuade R to think that my thesis is valid? C1 or C2?

C1: Show how ideas from brainstorming will not 
produce a good composition if students do not 
know how to select and use those ideas.

C2: Explain why teachers conduct brainstorming 
activity in the writing class and its benefits.

Anticipate R’s challenge.  Look at my whole-text goal.
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What claims to support thesis?

Task:  In light of the theoretical models of writing you have learnt, 
critique a classroom practice for teaching writing.

Goal: Use theoretical model X to argue that brainstorming does not 
teach students how to use the ideas generated to serve a 
rhetorical function in their composition.

Anticipate R’s challenge.  Look at my whole-text goal.

C1: Show how ideas from brainstorming will
not produce a good composition if students do
not know how to select and use those ideas

Claim

Goal; 
critique
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Thinking operations for argument planning

1. What is my goal? (whole-text)
2. What claims to make to support my thesis? 
3. What evidence/backing (theories/research 

etc. from course reading) can I offer to 
support my claims?

• How can I manipulate knowledge 
(theory/research, etc.) to serve a claim- 
support function? 

Anticipate R’s challenge.  Refer to my whole-text goal.  
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Thinking operations for argument planning
Goal: Use theoretical model X to argue that brainstorming does not teach 

students how to use the ideas generated to serve a rhetorical 
function in their composition

3. What evidence/backing (theories/research etc. from course reading) 
can I offer to support my claims? How can I manipulate knowledge 
(theory/research, etc.) to serve a claim-support function? 

Evidence: Theory X says that successful writing results from goal- 
directed decision making. How to use this knowledge to argue 
my thesis? Do M1 or M2?

M1: Use above information to argue that brainstorming does not 
help students to distinguish between ideas that serve their 
goal and ideas that don’t. 

M2: Quote from the reading that theory X sees writing as goal- 
directed decision making and that good writers have high- 
level goals.

Anticipate R’s challenge.  Refer to my whole-text goal.
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Thinking operations for argument planning
Goal: Use theoretical model X to argue that brainstorming does not 

teach students how to use the ideas generated to serve a 
rhetorical function in their composition

3. What evidence/backing (theories/research etc. from course 
reading) can I offer to support my claims? How can I 
manipulate knowledge (theory/research, etc.) to serve a 
claim-support function? 

Evidence: Theory X says that successful writing results 
from goal-directed decision making. How to use 
this knowledge to argue my thesis? Do M1 or M2?

M1: Use above information to argue that brainstorming 
does not help students to distinguish between 
ideas that serve their goal and ideas that don’t. 

Anticipate R’s challenge.  Refer to my whole-text goal.
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Thinking operations for 
argument planning

(1) What is my goal?
Consider essay task & discipline culture & choose goal. 

(2) What claims to make to support my thesis?
Anticipate R’s challenge.  Look at my whole-text goal.  

(3)      What evidence to support my claims? [Select from 
course reading]

How can I manipulate the theory/research/evidence 
to make it serve as claim-support?
Consider my goals; anticipate R’s challenge/query. 
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Acceptable/unacceptable argument

Acceptable
• State & develop claims 

to support thesis

• Shows understanding of 
concepts, using specific 
(examples, facts, etc.)

• Indicates relation 
between arguments; 
between argument & 
thesis  

Unacceptable
• Does not have a clear & 

consistent thesis
• Mentions supporting 

claims without sufficient 
elaboration (no 
specifics)

• Merely re-tells 
information; does not 
use info for an 
argument goal 
(purpose)  
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• Form a goal (thesis/position) that addresses the 
lecturer’s question and aligns with the culture of the 
discipline.

• Decide on what I am expected to do to persuade R 
that my thesis is valid. (Interpret/evaluate what?)

• Decide on the main claims to argue to defend the 
thesis.

• Select, organize, transform evidence to back the claims

How to plan the overall argument
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The End 

TLDC 
(Teachers’ Language Development Centre)
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